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BELIEVE IN STEVEN!Steven Universe is just your normal Beach City citizen...who is anything by

normal! Join Steven as he learns not only how to save the day with the help of Garnet, Amethyst,

and Pearl...but as he learns what it means it be a great friend and an even better neighbor! There

will be crazy adventures any time of day when you live in Beach City, between bike races and late

night karaoke, this is just the beginning for Steven! Written by the international indie all-star Jeremy

Sorese (A REMINDER, ADVENTURE TIMEâ„¢) and illustrated by the lovable and insanely talented

Coleman Engle (REGULAR SHOWâ„¢), STEVEN UNIVERSEâ„¢ is an exciting adventure that is

only just beginning!
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Nice, glossy pages, cute, dynamic artwork, and extremely charming story content - it's a much

higher quality product than the whole "tie-in comic" thing would lead you to believe, and is definitely

worth a look for anyone who enjoys the show or warm, thoughtful cartoons in general. The collection

of alternative cover artwork in the final pages is a very nice touch.This volume has earned a seal of

approval from my nine year old niece, and I've enjoyed reading it with her - it's cute and

good-natured without being saccharine, and it avoids the negatively juvenile mindset and humor

common to a lot of childrens' media. Like the show, it manages to strike a tone that has potential

appeal for kids and adults alike.



I love this! It has a lot of cute stories that play off the animated series. It provides "peeks" into

Steven and the Gems lives between the animated episodes. I love this and can't wait for the next

volume! It also includes the cover variations in the back which are beautiful to look at. The

illustrations of the comics are great but the dialogue can be a bit hard to follow since the dialogue

bubbles are a bit cluttered compared to other comic books. The content is not so serious that you

need to follow the dialogue to the T though haha. It's great to have if you're a fan, or for future fans

like your children or other young ones (both in age and at heart!) in your life.

Every SU fan needs this!! It's incredibly enjoyable to read and the artwork is absolutely adorable;

each story feels like a mini episode. Plus I personally enjoy having the comics being complied into

volumes, like this one, since it's much easier to not lose them or them getting damaged (so if you're

like me, get this volume). No matter your age I promise you will love this!

This collects four comics into a single book. The format for these comics is one main story, one side

story, and sometimes an extra.The main stories have some awkwardly positioned panels, and the

action doesn't flow so well, the artwork ranges from really good to somewhat awkward looking. But

the side stories, while black and white, look much closer to the show's style, and are more neatly

organized.The stories are pretty standard early season 1 style, some action, some sweetness. But

nothing as amazing as the overarching plot of the series comes up. I often found myself more

entertained by the short black and white stories that were more about sharing a cute moment than

telling a story.I still smiled a bit reading this, I look forward to volume 2, and this isn't a bad thing to

add to a Steven Universe fan's shelf.

Bought as a Christmas gift for my 14 year old sister and she loves it.The book is the Vol 1 of the

comics of Steven Universe. The most interesting part of the book is that it has different artists which

show different art styles. Very colorful book and my sister has enjoyed reading it very much. I will

most likely purchase Vol 2 in the future.

Great books a drawings. This book is for Steven fans all over! the book is like the show but in comic

form. The pictures are great and comes with some you can rip out and have as posters. Love it and

so did my little brother. For the price you are getting a lot of stories and a great read. Highly

recommend it to everyone.



I'm such a huge fan of Steven Universe & also comics, Watching the show & then reading the comic

always makes me happyThe package got here pretty quickly so I was happy about thatI

recommend to people who love this show, it's interesting to see the different art styles that make up

the show(it's a bit short though but it makes you want more)

As another reviewer mentioned, actual show is way better, story-wise. But having had similar

experiences with the Adventure Time comics, I was kind of expenting it. I do not mean this is a bad

way in the least, different writers so obviously it was going to be different from the show in some

way. But they did a good job with the characters.I must admit I bought it mainly for the art and I was

not disappointed one bit :) The art is amazing and the colors are vivid and so well chosen. Also the

covers of all issues at the end are beautiful. Many great artists there.Highly recommended, for kids

and adults alike!
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